We consider recent experimental results [W. Pan et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 016801 (2003)] for occurrence of the fractional quantum Hall effect-FQHE under the perspective of our formulation in terms of fractons. These objects carry rational or irrational values of spin and satisfy a fractal distribution function associated with a fractal von Newmann entropy. According to our approach the FQHE occurs in pairs of dual topological quantum numbers fillings factors and this geometrical character comes from the connection betwenn the fractal parameter or Hausdorff dimension h and the spin s of the particles. We suggest to the experimental physicists to consider our ideas and verify in fact that this phenomenon of FQHE satisfy a symmetry principle discovered by us, i.e, the duality symmetry betwenn universal classes of fractons.
We claim that all the experimental results satisfy this symmetry principle.
In this way, our formulatiom can predicting FQHE, that is, consider the duality symmetry discovered by us [1] . We also observe that our approach, in terms of equivalence classes for the filling factors, embodies the structure of the modular group as discussed in the literature [1, 11] .
In this note we suggest to the experimental physicists [9] to consider our ideas for verify in fact that the FQHE occurs for the duals . They have found in [9] , the dual pair 4 11 , 7 11 , which confirms again our symmetry principle. According to the rules discussed above for the quantum Hall transitions, the results of the Ref. [9] can be written in the form:
Other sequences follow from this one, just take into account the rules, for example: Considering the fractal spectrum and the duality symmetry betwenn the classes, we can determine the universal classes associated to these sequences(Eq. , appear in the sequence obtained by our approach and for these values of filling factors we can verify the occurrence of FQHE.
Finally, as we can check, the formulation advocates by us, contrary other one [12] , offers a rationale for all observed filling factors. Again, we emphasize that ours objects are spinning particles and we believe that this characteristic is crucial for understand the Hall states associated with fractons. On the other hand, in our formulation, the filling factors are classified in classes labeled by the Hausdorff dimension associated with the spin of the particles. The quantum Hall transitions satisfy some rules suported by symmetry principles, such as duality symmetry betwenn the universal classes of fractons and the transitions allowed are those that satisfy a mathematical structure which comes from the modular group [1, 11] .
Once more, the FQHE occurs in pairs of dual topological quantum numbers filling factors and our approch can predicting such phenomena: just consider any value observed, take into account the duality symmetry and the fractal spectrum, and we receive the respective dual. All the experimental results obey these rules, i.e, symmetry principles which support the theoretical basis of our formulation: The sequences observed for occurrence of FQHE appear naturally from first principles, i.e, our approach does not has an empirical basis. It has a fundamental meaning posed by the connection betwenn a geometrical parameter h associated with the quantum paths and the spin s of the particles. Then, this constitutes the great difference betwenn our insight and the others of the literature. On the other hand, we do not have a Hamiltonian for the FQHE, however we have symmetries associated with it and this can gives us some hints to solve this task. Hence, this sounds for us a convenient strategy.
As a final example, consider thre results of the Refs. [9, 13] together, so we can write the sequence:
